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2017 Global CPO Survey
We have come a long way since 2011
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We are grateful that you continue to take part and share your client contacts. We hope you find the report 5a
useful tool in your client conversations.

Key findings
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Executive Summary
Our overall observation

1

Growth ambitions are high in an uncertain market, the pace of change and
increased uncertainty requires superior levels of funding.

2

Defensive strategies being implemented by Chief Financial Officers are demanding
rapid, sustained cost reduction in parallel to a greater focus on risk from
procurement.

3

We are now sure that the traditional procurement operating model has to change.

4

This has been driven by a lack of talent and an increase in digital innovation.
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Executive Summary
A deficiency of talent and an increase in digital innovation means
that the traditional procurement model has to change to meet
growth, cost and risk objectives

Value and
collaboration
75% of respondents
have executive
support for
procurement

Market outlook
58% of organisations
achieved better
savings performance
than last year

Talent
60% of CPOs do not
believe their team
has the skills to
deliver their
procurement
strategy

Digital procurement
75% of CPOs believe
that their role in
delivering digital
strategy will increase
in the future
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Executive Summary
High performers possess a common set of capabilities

High performance capabilities
•

High performers deliver the highest business partnering and savings performance levels.

•

The high performers outperform especially in executive advocacy, decision making and talent
capability

•

All respondents still perform lower in talent investment and digital procurement.
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Market outlook
2016 was a period of political instability and economic
uncertainty balanced with growth aspirations
C-suite priorities

Prioritisation of business strategies over the next 12
months

• CFOs have indicated that cost is again
the unrivalled focus. Delivering growth
will require a right-sized cost base, and
businesses will need to be agile to adapt.
• CIOs priorities are customers, growth,
performance, cost and innovation.
Large scale digital shift will be required.
• Uncertainty allows procurement to
actively lead as the custodian of 3rd
party cost and supply assurance.

Prioritisation of procurement levers over the
next 12 months

Procurement strategies/ levers
• For business globally, uncertainty is
manifesting itself in the deployment of
defensive strategies.
• Cost reduction remains paramount,
as does risk management, and new
product development.
• 50% of respondents have reported a
significant resurfacing of procurement
risk, an 11% since last year.
• CPOs will continue their focus on
generating value through traditional
levers over the next 12 months.
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Market outlook
What actions can we take in a period of uncertainty?

Exponential actions

Incremental actions
Partner with business stakeholders in
cross-functional teams, in the design
and execution of cost management
strategies to support reducing costs
and improving cash flow
Leverage procurement’s access to
the supplier market information and
business intelligence data to help the
business navigate uncertain times

Seek to generate real competitive advantage
for your business through innovative cost
management approaches and new business
models, beyond traditional competition
driven levers
Reduce the impact of economic uncertainty
by utilising hedging, predictive forecasting,
supply chain management and supplier risk
management approaches and digital
solutions

Note: Please review overall report actions
page to add suitable actions
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Value and collaboration
Business partnering needs to encompass a broader focus than
just relationship management or interaction
Business partnering

Current vs future effectiveness of the procurement
function as a strategic business partner

• 21% of CPOs rate their function’s
current business partnering
effectiveness as excellent, however
86% aspire to this in the future.
• 75% of respondents stating that their
executive teams were supportive of
procurement development.

Decision making

Percentage of respondents playing an active role in
the following categories of decision making

• Procurement’s involvement in decision
making remains largely unchanged
over the last three years.
• Across the full range of business
decisions those CPOs and procurement
leaders that have been most deeply
involved have delivered the highest
levels of performance across our
global respondents.
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Value and collaboration
Successful joint ways of collaborating and innovating with
stakeholders should provide a blueprint for supplier interactions
Stakeholder requirements

Approaches employed to understand stakeholder
requirements

• Procurement professionals should
challenge themselves to understand
functional stakeholders in the same way
they do their suppliers.
• The most popular approach employed to
understand stakeholder requirement is to
embed procurement team members
in cross functional teams (76%).

Supplier collaboration

Key procurement levers

• Supplier collaboration has fallen as a
priority from 39% to 26% since 2016.
• Many procurement teams are focused
on short term cost and risk
management using short-term
levers.
• Developing and deploying
sustainable, collaborative
approaches with business partners and
suppliers will be key.
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Value and collaboration
What actions can we take to improve the way we work with the
business and our suppliers?
Exponential actions
Consider new commercial models with suppliers.
Risk-reward type arrangements require
behavioural changes within the buying
organisation if they are to be successful

Incremental actions
Continue delivering large-scale sourcing and
supplier management improvement
programmes
Develop new partnering skills and seek
new leaders from outside of procurement
with commercial and supplier engagement
skills
Improve supplier performance and access
supplier capability and innovation e.g.
through supplier product innovation centres

Ensure balanced scorecard aligns with
business, procurement and supplier targets,
with relevance for each key stakeholder

Revisit the centralisation paradigm and re-think
how procurement is embedded in the business
using collaboration platforms

Enable business co-creation, making new
acquisitions or partnerships with high growth
next-generation suppliers or rapid growth into
new markets

Deepen relationships with fewer suppliers and
improve the overall supplier’s experience with
the buying organisation

Note: Please review overall report actions
page to add suitable actions
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Talent
CPOs lack confidence in their teams to deliver strategies, whilst
budget, incentives and retention factors limit development
Talent development is key

Procurement uses a broad range of sources for
new talent

• There is a significant and sustained
talent gap in procurement, with over
60% CPOs still believing their teams
lack the skills needed to deliver their
procurement strategy.
• 87% agree that talent is the single
greatest factor in driving
procurement performance.
• Traditional approaches still used to
attract talent

Analysing the talent gap

Business partnering skills gap

• Procurement leadership business
partnering capability needs
improvement
• 65% regard analytics as the most
impactful technology over the next
two years, whilst 62% state that there
is a moderate to large skills gap
across the key analytics capabilities.

Analytics skills gap
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Talent
Broadening procurement training paths will help minimise the
talent gap identified in Procurement
Nurturing procurement talent
• 25% of CPOs spend less than 1% of their budget on training.
• Positively, the budget that is invested in training may help to augment
business partnering and overall levels of effectiveness; 59% of CPOs
encourage non-procurement training, and 43% drive some form of
placement programme into other functions.
• 66% of CPOs stated that soft skills training was a focus for 2017, which
will further improve business partnering.
• 75% of respondents claim procurement will be key to the future digital
agenda, however less than a third provide digital training.

Training remains the primary
strategy for talent development

Investment in new talent development
approaches and training remains stubbornly
low

Area of training focus
planned for 2017
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Talent
The proportion of millennials will continue to increase and we
must leverage their abilities
The changing shape of Procurement
• The digital acumen and habitual innovation of
millennials makes them an exciting source of the next
generation of business architects and procurement leaders.
• However, 64% of CPOs stated they do not have a
strategy in place to deal with loyalty and retention,
potentially the most challenging aspect of this increasingly
sizable demographic.
• Outsourcing has remained constant since 2012

Proportion of procurement department that are
millennials

Outsourcing of procurement activities is being
considered by 12% of respondents
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Talent
What actions can we take to close the talent gap?

Exponential actions

Create a step change in diversity within talent
and the supply base to increase exposure to
innovation and create knowledge to manage
change

Incremental actions
Determine the total headcount profile for the
procurement function including total demand
and alternative supply options.
Assess procurement’s capabilities and
skills to identify roles and capabilities that
need to be updated, created and filled

Progress procurement’s role from
facilitator of category and supplier
management to be a real business partner
Challenge long-held assumptions regarding
recruitment, career paths and success
planning.

Enable greater supplier leadership, integration,
engagement activities and assessment. This
will be especially critical for strategic suppliers

Enable 100% business self-service models,
automation of repetitive tasks and outsource
non-core procurement activities

Implement alternative models to access
intelligence e.g. crowdsourcing or workforce
platforms

Enable business co-creation, making new acquisitions or
partnerships with high growth next-generation suppliers or
rapid growth
into Please
new markets
Note:
review overall report actions

page to add suitable actions
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Digital Procurement
CPOs are accelerating adoption of new digital and analytical
solutions whilst also upgrading core solutions
The impact of technology

Technology areas that will have the most impact in the
next two years

• 75% of CPOs believe procurements’
role in delivering digital strategy will
increase in the future.
• Technology will impact all procurement
processes to some extent.
• 90% of executives anticipate that their
industries will be disrupted by digital
technologies, only 44% are adequately
preparing for the disruptions to come.

Breaking down the barriers

Main barriers to the effective application of digital: data,
systems and resources

• Respondents claim that quality of data
and lack of integration are the main
barriers to the effective application.
• The challenge remains for CPOs to ensure
both short and long-term value, given
their current cost environment.
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Digital Procurement
The application of disruptive technology and approaches is
accelerating
The importance of analytics

Data analytics and mining is being applied extensively
across procurement processes

• Strategically, CPOs should be considering
how to support the evolution of
analytics, security, emerging
technologies and Digital Supply
Networks.
• CPOs continue to focus on the application
of analytics, but should be answering,
“what might happen?” by using data to
drive decision making and provide
insight.

Embracing automation

Automation and robotics will significantly impact
procurement functions over the next five years

• The impact of automation and robotics
will steadily increase from 50% today to
88% in five years time.
• Automation has the ability to make
transactional processes invisible,
seamless and efficient.
• Advanced procurement teams augment
their digital core with digital catalysts
such as cognitive and automation,
enabling the delivery of new value.
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Digital Procurement
What actions can we take to take advantage of digital?
Exponential actions

Incremental actions
Develop a specific digital procurement
strategy, objectives and targets to enable
100% of your organisation
Engage in deep and dynamic cost
management and modelling linked to
third-party data sources and financial
systems integration that drive new
commercial models
Leverage supplier data to proactively
protect the organisation from external
risks
Establish an incubator team to embrace
and pilot digital technologies from within.
Have them pick one or two areas to focus
on and be agile in testing, succeeding (or
failing) and either scaling up or moving on

Apply predictive, social intelligence to the
generation of innovation and management
of risk

Build a ‘mind and machine’ agile
procurement or B2B platform

Create a digital ecosystem of alliances that
can augment procurement from
visualisation to analytics to processing to
architecture
Pursue a bimodal, right-speed digital
procurement strategy that allows the rapid
adoption of disruptive technologies as well
as the progressive roll-out of core company
infrastructure i.e. the ‘backbone’

Enable business co-creation, making new acquisitions or
partnerships with high growth next-generation suppliers or
rapid growth
into Please
new markets
Note:
review overall report actions

page to add suitable actions
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Regional cuts
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Regional cuts
North America
109 respondents, $1.6tn turnover
Market outlook

•

61% of CPOs indicated an improvement in savings
performance compared to last year

•

5% of CPOs still have no formal performance
measurement or reporting in place

•

Reducing cost is by far the biggest priority for CPOs in
this region (84%) followed by managing risks
(61%). This perhaps indicates a cautious approach in
the face of global uncertainty

Value and collaboration

•

56% of CPOs feel a high level of support from their
executives in developing procurement within their
organisations

•

The region as a whole ranks first in regards to having
a supportive executive

Talent
•

Since 2013, there has been a 5% improvement in the
perception of procurement teams having the
necessary skills and capabilities to deliver the CPOs’
procurement strategy

•

However, 57% of CPOs still believe there teams are
at an insufficient level to meet their functional
objectives, with the largest skill gaps in analytics and
negotiation

•

Little budget is spent on training, with only 8% of
CPOs spending 4% or more of their total Procurement
budget on training

Digital procurement
•

Overall, CPOs envisage procurement playing a larger
role in delivering a digital strategy, with 81%
indicating an increase in participation levels

•

Analytics and renewal of strategic procurement tolls
are the two main areas that are deemed to have the
most impact on business in the next two years

•

Improvement to the quality of data will be key in
order to deliver this ambition, with 56% of CPOs
citing quality of data as the main barrier to effective
application of digital technology
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Regional cuts
South America
22 respondents, $10.0bn turnover
Market outlook

•

43% of CPOs signalled their savings performance was
better than last year, however this is 26% below the
global average

•

19% of CPOs indicated lower levels of performance
than last year

•

Reducing costs, managing risk and expanding into
new markets of product lines are the three main
priorities for this region

Value and collaboration

•

52% of CPOs feel supported by their executive to
develop procurement within their organisation

•

There has been a slight improvement in the level of
involvement which procurement plays in decision
making

•

New product development has seen a 30% increase
in procurement involvement since last year

Talent
•

55% of CPOs believe that their teams have sufficient
skills and capabilities to deliver their procurement
strategy, which is significantly above the global
average

•

•

Digital procurement
•

Overall CPOs envisage procurement playing a larger
role in delivering a digital strategy, with 81%
indicating increased levels of involvement

Increased budget should be spent on training, with
45% of CPOs indicating that less than 1% of their
budget is allocated to training

•

Lack of data integration has been reported as the
main barrier to effective application of digital
technology

CPOs have identified moderate skills gaps across most
areas, including; business partnering, analytics,
presentation, business knowledge and technical
procurement

•

ERP platform renewal is the main area of technology
which CPOs feel will deliver the most value in the next
12 months – a noticeable difference from CPOs in
other regions
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Regional cuts
EMEA
280 respondents, $2.8tn turnover
Market outlook

•

58% of CPOs indicated an improvement in savings
performance compared to last year, close to the
global average

•

77% of CPOs stated that their main priority is
reducing costs

•

Consolidating spend is the number one lever expected
to deliver the most value over the next twelve months

Value and collaboration

•

42% of CPOs have high levels of support from their
executive teams in driving their agendas

•

There has been little improvement in the level of
involvement which Procurement plays in decision
making

•

Procurement is often involved in make vs buy
decisions, but is infrequently involved in new product
development

Talent

Digital procurement

•

There has been almost no improvement in the skills
and capabilities of the procurement team. 62% of
CPOs still believe their team does not have what it
takes to deliver their procurement strategy

•

Overall CPOs envisage procurement playing a larger
role in delivering a digital strategy, with 75%
indicating heightened levels of involvement over the
next five years

•

There is an almost universally moderate skill gap,
which is not aided by comparatively low levels of
training spend

•

Analytics and renewal of strategic procurement tools
are the two main areas that are deemed to have the
most impact on businesses in the next two years
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Regional cuts
Asia Pacific
67 respondents, $405.4bn turnover
Market outlook
•

Year on year savings performance has improved, with
55% of CPOs indicating better performance than last
year

•

Reducing cost is by far the biggest priority for CPOs in
this region (73%)

•

Managing risks is also a strong priority, indicating a
cautious approach

•

Value and collaboration

•

Only 38% of CPOs feel well supported by their
executives

•

Overall there has been a reduction in the level of
involvement which procurement has in all categories
of decision making

•

Involvement in make vs buy decisions is the area that
has seen the greatest decline (40%) since last year

Consolidating spend is the lever which is expected to
deliver the most value in the next 12 months

Talent

Digital procurement
•

CPOs envisage procurement playing a larger role in
delivering a digital strategy, with 65% indicating an
increase. However, 27% don’t see procurements role
changing

•

66% of CPOs still believe their team does not have
sufficient skills and capabilities; almost no change
since last surveyed

•

This region collectively spends the most on training,
with 12% of organisations spending more than 4% of
their budget on upskilling

•

Analytics and renewal of strategic procurement tools
are believed to be the two main areas which will have
the most impact in the next 24 months

•

CPOs and procurement leadership perform well when
assessed on skills and capabilities

•

Improvement in the quality of data will be key in order
to make these into reality with 43% of CPOs giving
quality of data the main barriers to effective
application of digital technology
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Industry cuts
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Industry cuts
Business and Professional Services
20 respondents, $67.9bn turnover
Market outlook
•

•

CPOs had a divided view when comparing year-on-year
financial performance. 59% of CPOs indicated an
improvement in performance whilst 29% indicated worse
performance
Introducing new products/services or expanding into new
markets and increasing cash flow are the key priorities for
these CPOs

Digital procurement

•

Analytics and the renewal of both strategic and
operational procurement tools will have the biggest
impact on this industry in the next two years

•

82% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase in the next five years

Talent
•

71% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are insufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy. This is a radical deterioration from 2016 where
45% of CPOs believed that their team had insufficient
skills and capabilities

•

Skills gaps are consistently high across the board, with
particular focus on analytics, negotiation and presentation

Value and collaboration
•

CPOs in this sector need to do more to get involved within
decision making across all categories; in particular the
development of new services, where 29% of CFOs are
rarely involved
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Industry cuts
Consumer Business
64 respondents, $775.3bn turnover
Market outlook

Digital procurement

•

71% of CPOs experienced better financial performance
than last year

•

•

77% of CPOs within this sector will be primarily focussed
on reducing costs, with very little attention being given to
disposing of assets or increasing CapEx

61% of CPOs believe that analytics will be the
technology area that has the biggest impact on their
business

•

78% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase in the next five years

Talent
•

54% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are insufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy. A slight decrease compared to 59% last year

•

The talent gaps tend to be most noticeable at the junior
levels within Procurement, with a particular deficit in analytics

•

Procurement leadership performs well, however one key skills
gap that stood out was in relation to presentational skills

Value and collaboration

•

Procurement typically have a good level of involvement
within make vs buy decisions, but have little involvement
within mergers and acquisitions
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Industry cuts
Energy & Resources
70 respondents, $927.4bn turnover
Market outlook
•

59% of CPOs indicate better savings performance than
last year, while 17% indicated lower levels of savings
delivery

•

Reducing costs is the clear priority for this year, and CPOs
in the sector show little appetite for expanding by
acquisition

Digital procurement
•

77% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase over the next five years

•

80% of CPOs indicate that analytics will have the
biggest impact on their business in the next two years

•

Interestingly, robotics is expected to have little impact

Talent

•

65% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are not sufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy, this is almost unchanged from the previous year
which was 68%

•

There are significant skills gaps at more junior grades,
most notably buyers and contract managers

Value and collaboration
•

When compared to last year’s results, there has been little
overall change in the level of involvement which procurement
plays in decision making across all categories

•

Procurement are 74% more involved in corporate risk
planning this year compared to last
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Industry cuts
Financial Services & Insurance
52 respondents, $437.3bn turnover
Market outlook

•

•

Savings performance compared to last year was split with
49% indicating an improvement, and 43% indicating no
change
Reducing costs and managing risks are two key priorities
for these CPOs

Digital procurement
•

87% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase over the next five years

•

CPOs believe cloud computing and analytics will
deliver the most impact in the next two years

•

Financial services was the industry that was most
likely to be impacted by robotics process automation
in the next two years

Talent
•

64% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are insufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy. This is an improvement from last year where 79% of
CPOs thought their team had insufficient skills and capabilities

•

There are large skill gaps at the junior grades, particularly in
analytics. The most noticeable analytics skills gap is with
category managers (75%). Moderate skills gaps exist for
senior roles across business partnering and business
knowledge

Value and collaboration
•

CPOs are rarely involved in M&A, but this may be due to
market conditions

•

54% of CPOs are either “always” or “usually” involved in
shaping/changing the way services are delivered
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Industry cuts
Government and Public Sector
42 respondents, $507.6bn turnover
Market outlook
•
•
•

Digital procurement

49% of CPOs indicate better savings performance than
last year

•

Somewhat surprisingly, 13% have no formal performance
tracking in place

73% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase over the next five years

•

Renewal of strategic procurement tools and analytics
are cited as the two main technology areas the will
have the most impact in the next two years

Managing risk is the main priority whilst reducing cost is a
close second

Talent

•

73% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are not sufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy, this is a significant increase from the previous
year’s figure of 57%

•

CPOs have recognised that there is a large skills gap in
their most junior staff members, in particular buyers

Value and collaboration
•

•

The level of involvement in decision making has decreased
from last year. CPOs within the government and public sector
are 23% less likely to be involved in corporate risk planning
than last year
Procurement is most likely to be involved in corporate risk
planning and shaping/changing the way services are delivered
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Industry cuts
Healthcare and Life Sciences
57 respondents, $647.3bn turnover
Market outlook

•

66% of CPOs indicated better savings performance than
last year

•

Reducing costs and introducing new products or expanding
into new markets are the two biggest priorities, whilst
increasing capital expenditure is the lowest priority

Digital procurement

•

76% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase over the next five years

•

Analytics is viewed as the most impactful technology
over the next two years (69%)

Talent
•

CPOs have seen an improvement in the skills and
capabilities of their team

•

Nevertheless, 61% of CPOs still believe their current
teams’ skills and capabilities are not sufficient to deliver
their procurement strategy

•

Moderate skills gaps across all skill sets have been
identified, with a particular focus on negotiation training for
junior staff

Value and collaboration
•
•
•

Across the board there is a pleasing level of Procurement
involvement in decision making
Areas which perform particularly well are make vs buy
decisions and new product development
However there is a significant opportunity to improve on
involvement with post merger activity decisions
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Industry cuts
Manufacturing
94 respondents, $897.8bn turnover
Market outlook
•

55% of CPOs indicate better savings performance than
last year. 7% indicating a worse performance from the
previous year

•

Reducing costs and expanding organically are the priorities
for CPOs this year, with little focus being given to disposing
of assets

Digital procurement

•

66% of CPOs believe their role in delivering the
digital strategy will increase over the next five years

•

Analytics and the renewal of operational and strategic
procurement tools are what CPOs see as having the
most impact in the next two years

Talent
•

56% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are not sufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy, this is almost unchanged from last year when it
was 59%

•

Manufacturing CPOs perception of the skills gap is very
similar to CPOs in other industries. Analytics is a key skills
gap across the board

Value and collaboration
•

Decision making involvement has remained relatively static
across all categories when compared with last year

•

CPOs feel that they are involved with the majority of
decision making, with high levels of involvement in make
vs buy decisions and new product development
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Industry cuts
Technology, Media & Telecoms
36 respondents, $420.4bn turnover
Market outlook

•

•

There was mixed savings performance with 44%
improving from last year, while 38% delivered no change
and 18% a worse performance
Reducing costs is the top priority for 91% of CPOs this
year

Digital procurement
•

71% of CPOs believe their role to deliver a digital
strategy will increase over the next five years

•

68% of CPOs indicate that analytics will have the
biggest impact on their business in the next two years

•

Interestingly, CPOs believe emerging technologies will
have little impact

Talent

•

52% of CPOs believe their current teams’ skills and
capabilities are sufficient to deliver their procurement
strategy, which is both unchanged from last year, and well
ahead of the Survey average

•

Analytics skills are noticeably stronger when compared to
other sectors

Value and collaboration
•

Procurements’ level of involvement across decision making
areas has declined, particularly in corporate risk planning

•

There is strong involvement in make vs buy decisions,
however involvement in corporate risk planning should be
a focus going forward
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Quotes
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“ CFOs continue to see significant risks in the economic environment
and perceptions of uncertainty remain elevated. CPOs are clearly
aligning themselves to a broader executive-level focus on cost and
risk management, and in many ways are reaping the rewards from
playing to their traditional strengths”.
Ian Stewart, Chief Economist, Deloitte LLP
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“ Effectively collaborating and partnering with the business in a
complex organisation is critical to managing demand and influencing
decision making thus being a key enabler for procurement to meet
the increasing expectations of the business in terms of value
contribution and impact. Therefore embedding business partnering
capabilities across all the layers of the procurement function is critical
to adequately translating business needs, enabling our service
delivery model, ensuring effective implementation and ultimately
driving the realisation of savings.”
Marielle Beyer, Head of Global Pharma Procurement, Roche
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“ With years of internal selection and external recruitment, for me the
most important traits and skills for procurement people of today and
the future are:
1. Curiosity to understand the needs of the business and capabilities
of the market
2. Intellect to link the market to the needs and come with novel
solutions
3. Hunger to find and deliver value
4. Ability to speak the language of the business and deliver to its
objectives.”
Bilal Shaykh, Group Chief Procurement Officer, Centrica
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“ Strong CPO leadership is vital to building and retaining a talented
team.”

Lucy Harding, Partner and Global Head of Practice,
Procurement and Supply Chain, Odgers Berndston
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“ Our major leadership challenge is to leverage the full potential of
digitalisation coming from new systems and data mining we are
currently building up. This drives automation and enables the
transformation of procurement to the next strategic level also shaping
new roles and requirements of our buyers. Managing the change
associated with further upskilling and developing our talents is of
utmost importance to me.”
Ruediger Eberhard, CPO, Evonik Industries
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“ Technology is developing at a tremendous rate and the impact on
our Supply Chain and Purchasing activities is significant. Key for us at
Rolls-Royce is developing our digital supply chain strategy to help us
focus on the journey ahead and how we should address the potential
challenges. We are investing in a range of new market leading
applications and tools to enhance how we manage both our direct and
indirect procurement and supply base. Going forward, we recognise
that we’re on a digital journey. We are already at the forefront of
harnessing 3D printing in the development of new engines and are
investigating how other technologies, such as AI and robotic process
automation, can further enhance our performance and margins.
There are exciting times ahead.”
Gordon Tytler, Director of Purchasing, Rolls-Royce PLC
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“As the rapid speed of technological change continues to sweep over
businesses globally, procurement is at a tipping point where they
must take advantage of high levels of executive support.. Digital will
amplify great talent and create predictive Source to Contract,
automated Purchase to Pay and proactive Supplier Management..
Strong CPOs will lead the digital transformation of the function
aligned to the business priorities.”
Lance Younger, UK Sourcing and Procurement Lead, Deloitte
MCS
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Brian Umbenhauer

Lance Younger

Principal
Global & North America S&P Lead

Partner
CPO Survey Programme Sponsor
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Annabel Thomas
Consultant
CPO Survey Programme Lead
annabethomas@deloitte.co.uk

Lindsay Cousins
Marketing Manager
Marketing Lead
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